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our mission
The Yarmouth Education Foundation (YEF) is an independent,
501(c)3 non-profit organization dedicated to enriching the
overall educational experience of students in the Yarmouth
School Department. The Yarmouth Education Foundation
promotes and enhances educational excellence by generating
independent funding for innovative educational projects and
initiatives that fall outside the standard budget and support
the curriculum.

The Yarmouth Education Foundation:
• Encourages teacher innovation and teaching excellence by
providing funding opportunities for new initiatives.
• Provides financial support to help the Yarmouth School
Department respond to emerging education needs.
• Develops a long-term relationship between the community
and the schools.
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Letter from our PRESIDENT
Dear Friends, Neighbors and Supporters,
This year marks the fifth anniversary of the Yarmouth Education
Foundation. As the first non-founding president of YEF, I am
struck by the magnitude and importance of what the founders did
for the Yarmouth community five years ago.
In 2010 the founders of YEF recognized a need within the system
and stepped in to form an organization aimed at supporting the
schools in the face of big budget cuts and a depressed economy.
Although the economy is now on the upswing, budget constraints
remain a harsh reality. In addition, as Yarmouth’s stellar
reputation becomes increasingly known, our growing population
is beginning to push resources to their limits.
Therefore, our continued support is all the more important.
My predecessor, Kristina Keaney, was among the founding
members and as she was transitioning the role to me, I was
astounded to see the amount of work, thought and care that
she and the rest of the founders put into this foundation to get
it off the ground. While my fellow board members and I share
the responsibility of carrying on a function that is integral to the
fabric of our town, I encourage each and every one of us to get
involved and do everything we can to support the crown jewel of
Yarmouth: academics.
Five years in, YEF has awarded more than $138,000 to fund
69 grants. These grants cover a wide range of needs and topics
including science, technology, math, music, art and social
studies. Our goal is to reach every student in the Yarmouth school
system.
This year, while looking back on the first five years and
expressing gratitude to those who took the initiative to create
YEF—and those parents and businesses in the community who
have so loyally and generously donated to it over the years—we

must also look ahead and strive to
fulfill our commitment to give our
children what they need to thrive in
these evolving times.
Thank you for your continued support
of the Yarmouth Education Foundation.

Gabe Weiss

2015-2016 President, Yarmouth Education Foundation

thanks to our founders
Gary Bergeron

Kristina Keaney
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Jeanne Rapone

Bill Hagedorn

Rhonda Senger

In the fall of 2010, six parents gathered together who shared
a similar philosophy about the community and education.
They wanted to ensure our children would continue to get the
best education available and that Yarmouth would remain
one of the top school districts in the state and nation. With
federal and state funding on the decline, an alternative,
complementary source of funding was necessary to keep up
with emerging educational needs. The time was right to create
an education foundation, similar to many other school districts
here in Maine and around the country, dedicated to providing
support for innovative educational programs in Yarmouth
schools. The mission of the organization is the same today
as it was in 2010; focus on funding new initiatives and pilot
programs that fall outside the school budget.

YEF

Neighbors
& Friends

GET INVOLVED!
We welcome involvement from parents, alumni, residents and
students to make the Yarmouth Education Foundation a success.
There are a number of ways you can give back to your community
by volunteering with YEF. Make a difference in your children’s
education!

The gift of your time and talent is greatly appreciated!

join a Committee
Fundraising
• Fall social event volunteers
• Annual pledge drive
Marketing & Communications
• Website assistance
• Newsletter contributors
• Writers and editors
• Photographers
ABOVE: Yarmouth High School
alumni at the 2014 Blue Jean Ball

5 TH ANNUAL

BLUE JEAN BALL

Grants
• Research outside grant applications
• Grant writers

NOVEMBER 7, 2015
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Dear Friends of the
Yarmouth Education Foundation:

YEF at WORK

I am thankful for this opportunity to address
those of you who have given so much
of your time and talent – and who have
made significant and consistent financial
contributions – to the YEF. As you know,
the Foundation’s support of the Yarmouth
Schools is a critical component of our ability
to provide students with innovative, creative,
state-of-the-art opportunities.

Supporting Innovation
in Education

YEF Raises money to fund
innovative programs
through donations,
sponsorships &
the Blue Jean Ball

Grant applicants present
their projects to a
13 member committee
comprised of community
members, board members
& other teachers

There are two grant
cycles, fall and spring,
where educators can
apply for a grant to
bring their ideas to life

The Grants Advisory
committee uses the YEF
mission statement as a
guide to determine what
grants are funded

With much excitement,
there is a grants
parade announcing the
winners at each of the
schools!

Many of the programs supported by the
Foundation would simply not exist if they
had to be funded entirely through the evertightening school budget. As that trend
continues, our teachers and administrators
will continue to look to the YEF to help us
push the envelope and find new ways to
reach students of all abilities and interests –
challenges that will endure as our community
expands and diversifies.
Having worked with educational foundations
in other school districts, and serving on the
cabinet of a large, non-profit organization
myself, I fully appreciate the difficulties of a
sustainable volunteer organization. To not
only survive, but to thrive as the YEF has
done requires passion, savvy, and skillfulness
that are not easily found. Clearly, the leaders
of the Foundation have been both visionary
and task-oriented, and they have drawn
upon the considerable energy and talents
of a small armada of Clipper supporters
to bring to maturity an organization that
is poised to raise the bar for instructional
creativity and innovation in Yarmouth.
Congratulations to the YEF on a fantastic
year in 2015. I look forward to many more
fantastic projects in the years ahead.
With gratitude,

Andrew R. Dolloff, Ph.D.
Superintendent of Schools
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2014
GRANTS

One Sheet Plywood Boats / Harrison Middle School
This grant helped launch a plywood boat building project in the 7th and 8th
grade Think Lab. Is it possible to create a boat out of one sheet of plywood that
will float with 250 pounds in it? This question led to the design and construction
of a variety of boats, and yes they all float with much
more than 250 pounds in them! Math students built nine
workable small boats each out of one sheet of plywood
in order to study the displacement weight of water. This
hands-on project allowed students to incorporate fun
design and testing elements into their math studies.

Learning to Juggle – Students as Kinesthetic
Learners / Yarmouth Elementary School
Third-graders in Karin Ney’s class learned juggling skills and incorporated them into their morning meeting.
This fun new motor activity engages students’ hands, eyes, and bodies in a way that helps strengthen and
develop their brains. The focus, stamina, resiliency, practice, and perseverance involved in learning to juggle are
transferable to reading, writing, math, and science. YEF connected with Island Treasure Toys to provide juggling
scarves and balls so that student partners can set goals and work collaboratively together.

Sewing for Others – Ties that Bind Us / Yarmouth High School
Sewing for Others is a YHS student program and a community service project led by Lorrie King and her advisee
group. The grant paid for two new heavy-duty sewing machines, sewing materials and fabric. It allows students
to showcase their creativity while earning community service hours and doing good for
those in need. In addition to making pillowcases and baby quilts, students will be sewing
tote bags to be packed with food for food-insecure homebound seniors and benefiting
charitable organizations such as ConKerr Cancer and Project Linus. Sewing is a
traditional skill in danger of being lost, and Sewing for Others has sparked new interest
with high school students. In addition to creations that will go to helping the needy, the
program may also expand into theatre costume production and fashion design.

Growing Clams & Algae – Life Cycles of Organisms / Harrison Middle School
The 7th grade HMS science students were immersed in the study of growth rates of soft shell clams. In conjunction
with the Down East Institute and funding support by YEF, the 7th grade classes were able to purchase growth
tanks and air bubblers to research the growth of clams as a result of consuming two different types of algae.
Students raised and monitored the growth of soft shell clams as they fed them two types of algae, Tiso and Chaet
B. This research links closely to the 7th grade unit on Maine Organisms and their life cycles. Being able to learn
about growth of species is one thing, bringing it into your classroom is another!

English Alive! / Yarmouth High School
As a way to bring writing alive for students, this grant brought local authors and playwrights together with
students for writing workshops. These workshops for AP and CP English students connected to the literature
and genres they were studying and enhanced their learning and writing experience. Poet Martin Steingesser
and performer Judy Tierney offered a one day workshop that included a performance of their production
The Thinking Heart. They also shared their experiences performing the piece in Auschwitz. Fiction writer
Lily King visited YHS for two days of writing workshops, where students worked on short story writing and
building characters. Understanding the writing process from a professional writer’s perspective allows students
to improve their own writing and grasp of technique in literature.

Pneumatics & Hydraulics: Harnessing the Power – Grade 6 STEAM /

Harrison Middle School
Students engaged in harnessing fluid power with 22 new innovative Fischertechnick Education Pneumatics
kits. By working in pairs, the students experienced hands-on experiments with
their models to learn pneumatics and hydraulics in a meaningful way. What
is a fluid? Can liquids and gases be compressed? How can we use or harness
fluids to make various daily tasks around the home and at work easier or more
enjoyable? They asked these questions and discovered the answers. This program
will reach 6th graders each year as it is incorporated into the curriculum of STEAM.

Professional Development Workshop with Kathy Collins/ Yarmouth Elementary School
Highly acclaimed literary consultant and staff developer Kathy Collins worked with the Yarmouth Elementary School faculty and staff
on March 13, 2015. Kathy provided instructional support to teachers during the reading workshop. This model supports the Common
Core Standards method of instruction and emphasizes that students read “just right” books based on interest and degree of difficulty.
The model has been proven successful by achieving student engagement with texts and encouraging choice based on interest. The
immediate impact of this grant affected 15 classroom teachers, 10 support staff, administrators and approximately 328 students with
ongoing continued impact for following years.

Ethanol Sensors for CP Chemistry and CP Biology / Yarmouth High School
This grant is designed to give students hands-on experience investigating fermentation and
development of ethanol as a biofuel. It impacts both chemistry and biology students. Biology
students are able to measure the rates of yeast fermentation while testing variables like food
sources, temperatures and PH. These sensors replaced “ignitable” protocols with more qualitative
measurements and data analysis. This grant funded five ethanol sensors and five Vernier mini
LabQuests. The LabQuests have even greater future potential to expand with other sensors and
probes. The ethanol sensors were used in the spring for a culminating project which involved testing
ethanol production. In the past, the “ignitable” protocols that were used would simply indicate
whether there was ethanol present or not. The new sensors provide students with more specific data,
including percentages of ethanol. The end result is a far more enriched lab experience for students.

Spring

2015
GRANTS

AP Physics Professional Development Workshop / Yarmouth High School
YHS’s Physics teacher Rick Biskup received a grant last spring for new physics lab equipment
that simulated real-life experiments. Since then, the College Board has instituted a new
curriculum for AP Physics and the resources for test preparation have been quite scant given
the newness of the curriculum. The workshop provided practice exams that weren’t generally
available and that allowed students to see and practice questions that would appear in the
new exam. It was specifically designed for experienced teachers of AP, and the educators
who attended the conference were able to share best practices and collaborate on resources
to give our students the best chance for success.

littleBits of Challenge / Harrison Middle School
littleBits are electronic modules that snap together with magnets to create projects with light, sounds, and
sensors. All 5th and 6th grade students as well as science club members will have the opportunity to take on the
challenge of designing with electronic modules as part of class work, while 7th and 8th grade students will get
hands-on experience during enrichment period. Students will develop critical thinking skills that bring curiousity,
wonder, and problem solving to science and math classes.

3D Printers / Yarmouth High School
3D printers provide a great opportunity for Introduction to Engineering students to design and then “print” parts
that they need for the multi-component machine they will be building. In the past, students might have had to
fabricate a part (for instance a gear) out of wood, which might require numerous hours to complete. Now, with
a quick design in “Sketch-up,” students can then send the design to the 3D printer and have the part in a tiny
fraction of the time. As Tom Pitman, YHS’s new Technology Education teacher puts it, “This is also what students
will see in the world.” This is exciting new technology with great potential to continue to expand in the future.

One Book, One School / Harrison Middle School
The book Alabama Moon by Watt Key will be a read-aloud to all students at Harrison Middle School,
grades 5 through 8, in Fall 2015. This novel is a coming-of-age story that has a powerful, unifying
theme. After the read-aloud is completed, there will be mixed grade level discussions and an author
visit. Key will discuss his experience as an author and his process of writing, and will conclude the
visit with a community-wide meeting. Alabama Moon was listed as one of Time Magazine’s “100
Best Young Adult Books of All Time.”

Interactive Projection for Learning / Yarmouth Elementary School
A wireless projection and sound system has transformed a YES classroom into a science/
technology exploration and interactive learning center. Students explore new online programs and links to
learning sites with simulations and video components. The world comes into the classroom through many
applications such as Google Earth field trips and Skype communications.

Skins for Keyboarding / Harrison Middle School
Knowing how to type accurately and efficiently is a key skill for middle school students since a great deal
of their daily assignments and testing are computer based. The keyboard skins are designed to accelerate
keyboard memorization and train students to keep their eyes on the screen and not on their fingers. Becoming
better keyboarders will allow the students to focus on the content of the work being asked of them and not to
struggle with the typing.

Learning to Juggle / Yarmouth Elementary School
A grant awarded last fall for juggling balls and scarves was such a success for one classroom of third
graders, a new grant was requested to extend the fun and learning for the entire third grade. This second
grant funds juggling equipment for the other 3rd grade classrooms.

Spaghetti Book Club / Yarmouth Elementary School
The Spaghetti Book Club is a website of children’s book reviews – written by kids, for kids! Every second
grader will share his or her own published book review, self-portrait and illustration on this book review
website. A one-year subscription for the 2nd grade will provide a place for students to talk about books. This
engagement encourages love of reading by giving kids an opportunity to write about books on a personal
level and share their reactions with family, friends and other children.

Robotics / Harrison Middle School
As interest in the successful HMS Robotics program continues to grow, this grant allows for further expansion.
This grant funds additional equipment needed specifically for the 6th grade team members to build their own
robot and allow them to get more hands-on experience. All team members have the ability to design and
create with the added parts, batteries, integrated modules, and motors.

Analog Clocks for Executive Functioning Skills / Harrison Middle School
Twelve new analog clocks help our middle school students develop their executive functioning skills that cover
time management, task initiation, emotional control, and sustained attention. Because our brains do not
keep track of time, being able to see the passage of time on an analog clock actually helps us be better time
managers. Analog clocks, unlike digital clocks, allow for the visualization of manageable chunks of time, which
has a positive impact on children’s ability to organize, plan and manage task completion.
What’s old is new again!

GRANTS
in

AcTion

FOCUS on SUCCESS
See how YEF grants are making a difference!

deliver to the school garden in the spring.
There are also environmental benefits. The
school’s waste is incinerated at Ecomaine,
a waste-to-energy facility. By reducing the
amount of waste that is incinerated, there
is also a reduction in the air emissions and
residue from this facility.

Reducing Plastic Bottle Waste
Grant: water bottle filling
stations HMS has several new water
fountains where water bottles are refilled,
all funded by YEF. The idea is to stop
buying plastic bottles of water that get
thrown away after a single use. An LED
screen tells you how many plastic bottles
have been saved from landfills.

Over 19,300 BOTTLES
SAVED FROM LANDFILLS
so far!
Why Compost?
Grant: Waste reduction
program at YES Students are

learning to think of food waste not as
“waste” but a valuable resource that can be
turned into a beneficial product. The food
waste (organic matter) that is collected in
the YES cafeteria is being hauled away by
Garbage-to-Garden. The food scraps are
turned into nutrient-rich compost that they

this waste reduction
program funded by
YEF has been expanded
to hms & YHS
Another benefit of taking part in a waste
reduction program is that it provides the
schools with an opportunity to model and
promote environmental stewardship to the
youngest members of our community.

We Love Chickens!
Grant: girls as engineers at
yES Chickens and compost are a “match

made in heaven” because of their love of
digging and scratching. You know all that
labor-intensive, back-breaking work of
having to turn your compost pile? Chickens
will gladly do it for you!
The chickens find
great pleasure in
digging through the
compost in search of
“goodies.” The high
protein bugs and

Thanks to Sheri Oliva for excerpts from Sustainability News – an online newsletter focusing on sustainability in our schools.

47 dozen eggs have
been sold to the school
nutrition program
beneficial microbes are favorite “snacks,”
as well as the weed seeds, food scraps,
and any edible green plant tossed into the
compost pile. The free food improves the
quality of the eggs and also reduces the
amount of feed needed. This grant engages
girls in math and science skills – from
building the coop and run, to selling the eggs.

Read, record, reflect
Grant: reader’s notebooks
for 5th & 6th grades These

notebooks help students become better
readers through writing. The students
record what they are reading, thinking and
learning about in their
books. It’s an engaging
way to improve students’
reading comprehension.
The pilot program
was highly successful
and the teachers were
able to incorporate the
readers’s notebooks into
the budget by moving
some other expenses.

this began as a pilot
program funded by yef
and is now part of the
school budget

putting ideas into action
Contributed by Amy Sinclair

Every Tuesday after school, the computer lab at Harrison Middle
School comes to life with a dozen tech-savvy students who share
a passion for video storytelling. The Yarmouth Digital Media
Club, now an integral part of life at HMS, got its start thanks to
8th grader Sam Marjerison's creative skateboard videos and the
teacher who recognized their potential.
“I thought, wouldn't it be great if we could offer that opportunity to
all middle schoolers?” recalled Mike Arsenault, HMS Technology
Coordinator. Together, they wrote a grant to the Yarmouth
Education Foundation, asking for funds to purchase high quality
camcorders, wireless microphones, tripods, editing software and a
new iMac.
In the spring of 2014 they received a YEF grant for $7,452. One
year later, the club is thriving. The young videographers are often
called on to shoot and edit videos of school functions, and recently
club members Nate Emory and Ethan Roth, both 7th graders, shot
footage that will be used in a new “1-2-3 Let's Move” PSA.
But what the students say they like most about the Digital Media
Club is the time and space it gives them to be creative. “It's an
hour and a half after school with no restrictions or deadlines,”
said Majerison. “I can just fool around and try new stuff with the
equipment.” And Arsenault says the students try new techniques
all the time.“These kids take the stuff further than I do,” he said.
“Every time they do a project they try new things they've never
done before.”
School administrators say the YEF grants provide valuable outlets
for creativity and innovation. “YEF says, give us your best, most
innovative thinking,” said Joan Adler, HMS Assistant Principal. To
her, the grant program means endless possibilities for both students
and teachers.
It's not that teachers and students didn't have ideas for interesting
projects before YEF came on the scene. But administrators say
the rigorous demands of the academic school day combined
with budget limitations didn't leave many opportunities for extra
projects, no matter how great the idea. “Now when a teacher has

a good idea, we say, ‘do you think YEF might be
able to help us with that?’” said Bruce Brann,
HMS Principal.
To date, YEF has said “yes” 69 times. Since
the foundation's creation in 2010, the non-profit
has awarded 69 grants totaling close to $140,000. Many
of the grants are science and technology based, but others are
used to improve the quality of life at school, an intangible that
administrators say contributes to the overall excellence of the
Yarmouth school system.
Last year, a YEF grant paid for a set of modern chairs for the
middle school library. The new furniture is intended to encourage
students to read longer and share what they've read. Another YEF
grant funded a water bottle filling station in the hallway. “Every
time a student puts their water bottle in that fountain, it reinforces
the importance of being a steward of the earth,” says Brann. It
is hard to predict which moments will be the most formative in
a student's life. What is clear is that the projects funded by YEF
grants give students more opportunities to explore their interests
and excel.
“The Digital Media Club provides an opportunity for kids who may
be on the periphery to become leaders in their field of interest,”
said Arsenault.
“Without the grant and what it provides, a lot of my dreams
wouldn't be possible,” said Marjerison. “Thank you!”

Financial

Report

2014-2015

treasurer’s report
Thanks to the support of donors, volunteers, and Board members, YEF awarded grants during the 2014-2015
fiscal year totaling approximately $30,000, funding 18 projects throughout the Yarmouth schools. In addition
the Clipper’s Honors program continues to provide a way for parents, family and friends to provide special
recognition for both faculty and staff.
Revenue this year was approximately $72,000 with our signature event, the Blue Jean Ball, raising $29,000.
Thank you to local businesses for supporting our mission by donating a percentage of sales during Shop Local
days. YEF allocates 75% of the prior fiscal year revenue to fund grants. The YEF Board and volunteers work
diligently with school faculty and administrators to help them understand the types of projects that meet the
YEF mission.
The low operational expense ratio of 13% helped increase net assets by $28,000. Operating expenses
were $9,700 consisting of expenses to promote grant requests, developing the awareness of YEF’s mission,
bookkeeping, and maintaining a donor database. YEF is committed to establishing an endowment to ensure
the sustainability of the organization by allocating 10% of revenue to the endowment.
YEF would like to thank the donors and volunteers for their support and efforts.

Holly Ferguson, Treasurer
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The Gift of

How to donate

Our Clipper Honors program provides an

The Yarmouth Education Foundation is a 501(c)3 non-profit
organization. All donations are tax deductible. Listed below
are a few ways you can help financially support YEF’s
mission. Thank you for your generous support!

Education!
opportunity for community members to
thank, congratulate or remember someone
through a donation to YEF. Parents, students
and even entire classrooms have the
opportunity to thank a teacher, staff member
or group of educators through this program.
All Clipper Honors recipients receive a
certificate of appreciation indicating that
a donation to YEF has been made in their
name. Clipper Honors donations are

shop local
ABOVE: Royal River Books donated
20% of all book sales on Nov 30.

Thank you also to The Well Bee and
SALT Furniture for donating a
percentage of their proceeds during a
special YEF day.

To make a donation online, visit
www.YarmouthEducationFoundation.org
Checks can be mailed to:

Yarmouth Education Foundation
101 McCartney Street
Yarmouth, Maine 04096

accepted throughout the year.

For more information, please visit
www.YarmouthEducationFoundation.org

additional giving options
Corporate Sponsorships: YEF has established several options for corporate sponsorship
with a variety of annual giving levels. In return for your sponsorship and donation, your
company will receive varying levels of marketing exposure. Please contact us to learn
how your company can support Yarmouth schools. We are currently looking for new
bronze, silver and gold sponsors.
Corporate Match: Please inquire with your employer to see if they offer a matching gift
program for non-profit organizations to grow your donation.
Gifts of Securities: Donors may give to YEF through gifts of securities. Our policy is to
convert all such gifts to cash.
Estate Planning: Planned giving to YEF can help secure a legacy of generosity to those
that reside and are educated in the town of Yarmouth. Estate gifts are another way
to ensure the long-term success of the Foundation. YEF can work with your financial
advisors to help develop the best-planned giving strategy for each individual donor.
Planned gifts come in a variety of forms. The most common is the charitable bequest –
the simple naming of YEF in your will.
If you are interested in exploring gifts of securities or estate gifts with YEF, please contact
Holly Ferguson at HFerguson@arbcpa.com.

T han k

GOLD SPONSOR

You

Thank you to Budget Blinds and the
Yarmouth customers who make this
partnership a success. Budget Blinds
donates 5% of Yarmouth sales to YEF.
We are thankful for their generosity!

SILVER SPONSORS

Brenda Whitney

BRONZE SPONSORS

corporate DONORS

corporate MATCH

Bath Savings
Marc Gup Real Estate
Salt Furniture
The Well Bee

Morgan Stanley
Morgan Stanley Foundation
Nestle
UBS
Verrill Dana

Your donation could
multiply if your employer has
a matching gift program!
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Allison Evans Ceramics
Amy Williams Consulting
Belted Cow
Betsy Lane
Betsy McLellan
Betty Louise Studio / Katie Chalmers
Billings Family
Boston Red Sox
Brown Chiropractic Health & Wellness
Bruce’s Burritos
Calendar Islands Maine Lobster Co. /
Jordan Family
Casco Bay YMCA
Children’s Museum & Theatre of Maine
Christman Pools
Clay Play
Clayton’s Cafe
Clint Davies
Close Buy
Cuddledown
Dick’s Sporting Goods
Diggins Family
Dr. Michele Shems

Ellen Honan
Emily Blaschke
Fabu Salon & Day Spa
Family Ice Center
Farm Stand
Fischer Family Orthodontics
Fitness Success
Gather Restaurant
Heath MacVane
Ice It!
Jane Sawyer
Jenny Prinn
Jotul North America / Bret Watson
Kari Herer
Kirsten Schultz Design
LA Nails
Leandra Fremont-Smith
Lee Nails
Leslie Hamren
Lily King
Lincoln Pierce
Lori Voornis
Link Family
Maine Huts & Trails
Maine Red Claws
Maine Roasters Coffee

Maine State Music Theater
Maples
Marianski Family
Meg Pachuta
Melissa Senate
Michael Leonard
Monica Moore Photography
Niblic Gift Shop
Nonantum Resort
NYA Summer Camp
NYA Travis Roy Arena
Old Port Wine Merchants
Organics Lawn and Landscape
Oscar’s
Pat’s Pizza
Patagonia / Walt Bailey
Phia’s Personal Chef Services
Portland Sea Dogs
Portland Symphony Orchestra
Red Letter Day / Sarah Day
Rogers Family
Royal River Books
Royal River Massage
Sacred Heart Church
Saddleback Maine
Salon Haute Couture

Sashay’s
Scott Dugas Trucking & Excavating Inc.
Skillful Home Recreation
Starlight Baking
Strong Bodies / Chris Strong
Telling Room
Vreeland Marketing & Design
Walt Disney World
Watcharee Limanon
Weinberg Family
Well Bee / Kerry Weinrich
Wellness Solutions / Casey Ericson
Whitney Family
Yarmouth Boat Yard
Yarmouth Colts Soccer / Mike Hagerty
Yarmouth Community Garden / Amy
Sinclair & Christine Slater
Yarmouth Community Services
Yarmouth Football Association
Yarmouth History Center
Yarmouth Little League
Yarmouth Music Boosters
Yarmouth Playmakers
Yarmouth Police Department

Special thanks to Betsy McLellan

Betsy’s artwork was featured on the covers of the first three YEF annual reports
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